SOUL LIGHT - Nineteen
ATTUNED TO THE INFINITE
A dear friend recently replied to m y previous article, com m enting I note you saying
a universe created from thought
.I have been reluctant to accept that
thought/Mind is responsible for Universe, but it does explain some of the many
aberrations .
Some years ago, the biologist and university medical school lecturer Bruce Lipson
noted that cells do two things very well they receive and transmit information.
When they receive it, they act, thus transmitting the directions they receive.
Sometimes this leads to growth, sometimes to withdrawal or separation (my words).
He also noted that human cells have what are termed self receptors.
Bruce found that if you shaved these receptors off the human cell they still
functioned in other words, they had an inbuilt functionality that didn t require
input from outside. In fact you could take these cells and place them in a petrie dish
and they would often function better than in the body (shows how healthy some
bodies are!).
You could remove their dna and they still functioned.
You could put them in pigs or mice and they still functioned.
So why have the receptors?
So they functioned in accordance with the incoming information (thought) rather
than simply their own in-built functionality.
(If you left the self-receptors in place when you transplanted them into another
human being then they functioned differently. Yes, you guessed it with the
understandings of their original owner! Thus vegetarians have been known to have a
yearning for a quarter pound steak following transplant surgery, etc!).
64 million dollar question: if human cells function in accordance with incoming
information rather than simply their own in-built functionality where could these
thoughts be coming from?
Self-realisation answer: the intelligence/thought outside the cell.
Ah-ha moment: the real you is outside your cells. Outside your body. Outside all
cells. Outside your world of cells. Outside the world itself.
When we fully comprehend this we also comprehend that our thoughts of
love/harmony lead to our cells growth and our thoughts of lack/loss/fear lead to our
cells dysfunctionality and retardation.
True thought, for me, is love, real Love - the harmonizing, co-operating, caring,
growing, expanding, embracing, compassionate, unifying intelligence of spirit.
This intelligence arises outside my body or brain.
I call it Mind, Divine Presence.
That s the Source of m y being.
And the source of my body, brain and feelings, too.
When my brain is fully attuned to that infinite energy and receiving its directions
clearly then my body and feelings are healthy and living in tune with the infinite.
When my brain is not attuned I may easily suffer from mental, emotional and
physical pain and dysfunction due to my separation.

I deeply pray you are celebrating an ah-ha m om ent.
It will lead to life being a pain-less celebration of love for you.
You will become the fearless song of the infinite and the Divine Presence will live
in you, as you.
How much better can it get than that?!
Love and Blessings,
Les

